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This talk discusses the explanatory benefits of assuming a realizational / separationist 
model  of  morphology,  i.e  a  model  in  which  syntax  manipulates  syntactic  feature 
structures  and  the  forms  related  with  these  feature  structures  (very  broadly:  the 
Saussurean signs) are inserted late, just before phonological interpretation, cf. also 
Beard (1995). I will use such a model in order to capture two separate phenomena:

a.  The workings of a syntactic verbalizer in Greek (v) and the abstract morpheme 
associated with it;

b. The "micro-code-switching" observed in dialects, where morphological exponents 
from different varieties co-exist within the same constituent.

Regarding  a.,  many  verbs  in  Modern  Greek  contain  a  piece  of  morphology  that 
unambiguously signals them as verbs, besides the presence of Voice, Aspect, Tense 
and Agreement morphology. Verbalising morphology is also necessary when coining 
new  verbs.  Actually,  there  exists  only  a  handful  of  verbs  without  one  of  these 
verbalising pieces and are all  of ancient Greek origin.  Upon careful inspection,  it 
becomes  clear  that  Greek  second  conjugation  verbs  do  not  contain  any 
unambiguously verbalizing segments that would appear in all persons, voices, tenses 
and moods.  However,  if  one compares  the  stress  patterns  of  verbs  and nouns (or 
adjectives)  derived  from the  same root,  an interesting picture  emerges:  no  matter 
where the root is stressed when serving as a simplex noun or adjective stem, it will be  
generally stressless when serving as a verb stem, with stress falling on the suffix. I 
will show that this points towards stress on an abstract vowel, which may emerge as a 
thematic  vowel,  serves  as  the  exponent  of  the  verbalising  morpheme  for  second 
conjugation verbs.

Turning to b., in certain registers of Cypriot Greek (CG) forms and features from CG 
and  from  Standard  Greek  (SG)  co-exist  within  constituents,  thus  challenging  an 
analysis of such mixing as standard code-switching. Tsiplakou (2009) analyzes these 
and similar  data as  instances of interlanguage effects  –  apparently under the tacit 
assumption that SG is acquired by CG speakers as an L2 during childhood. What is 
striking,  however,  is  the  absence  of  any  mixing  of  morphological  exponents  in 
syntactic environments exclusive to CG, such as cleft-like wh- questions with embu 
(Grohmann,  Panagiotidis  & Tsiplakou 2006;  Gryllia  & Lekakou  2006).  This  fact, 
coupled  with  the  dissociation  between  syntactic  terminal  nodes  and  their 
morphological exponents, could potentially lead us to a different hypothesis: speakers 
of CG have a repertory of forms including both CG exponents and SG ones to match 
the syntactic terminal nodes generated by their native CG grammar. Of course, the 
feature content of the syntactic node must match that of the morphological exponent, 



as per the standard workings of the Elsewhere and the Subset Principle (see Harley 
2008 on keeping the two distinct), and so on.
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